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THE MOST FLEXIBLE APPLICATIONS 
FOR MOBILE ROBOTS
Our ready-to-use standard modules enhance 
your industrial automation

introduction

About

We want to make a different in the robotics and automation business with our innovative 
and quality assured applications for mobile robots. Our focus is internal load transfer and 
deliver standard reliable robotic applications that provide superior ROI through our three 
core values: Speed, Space and Flexibility. Our standard modules help reducing repetitive 
work and freeing staff for more value-creating tasks. 

With our robust solutions in industrial quality we extend the functionality of mobile  
robots, taking automation to a higher level. Our safe and ready to use products  
enhance heavy payload transportation between production lines and storage systems. 
With a continuously growing global distribution network our support is just arround the  
corner, ready to help automating production.
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introduction

Core values
We believe that our concept ‘One System Fits All’ with the three core values bring significant 
change into your workplace, both for the businesses and the employees.

We ensure to reduce docking time up to 
five times compared to a normal AMR 
docking, giving you a fast ROI. In addtion, 
all our application are fast and very easy 
to integrate.

We are focused to constantly optimize 
our products so they have the small-
est footprint possible to optimize your  
valuable floor space.

We want to change production and  
logistics setups with our innovative and 
quality assured One System Fits All. It 
means that our products are fully com-
patible; one top module handles different 
tasks, and merge different combinations 
of cobot solutions.

SPEED SPACE FLEXIBILITY ”We want to change production and logistics setups in the robotics and 
automation business with our innovative and quality assured solution  
’One System Fits All’, meaning that one top module fits different 
robots and handles different solutions. 
We believe that our core values; Speed, Space and Flexibility bring 
significant change in the workplace – not just for the businesses, but 
also for the employees. 
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PALLET TRANSFER

GATE MODULES
SG155, Solid Gate
WG155, Wheel Gate

TOP MODULES
QM180, Quick Mover

product range

Product range ACCESSORIES 
SC400, Shelf Cart
CT155, Cobot Tower
GP155, Gate Picking
ManuMover
Floor Marker
Pallet Racking Marker
VL Marker 
Wall Marker
Pallet Mover Frames
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PM1500/1548, Pallet Mover 
PC1200, Pallet Conveyor



products > pallet transfor

Pallet Mover
PM1500, PM1548

The Pallet Mover enable the mobile robots to pick up and 
deliver pallets - transporting them to e.g. production lines or 
packing stations, thereby enhancing internal logistics. 

The Pallet Movers integrated technology enables communi-
cation to external roller conveyors by infrared signals. This 
fully automated premium solution allows heavy payload 
transportation of up to 1500 kg to optimize internal logistics 
and production. 

Heavy payload 
transportation 

Transport of US-, EU 
and half size pallets

Integrated 
technology

Safe driving with a 
heavy load 

Allows the fixing of 
various pallet sizes

KEY BENEFITS

PM1500, PALLET MOVER

Dimensions (LWH)

Handling capacity

Transport area

Conveyor weight

Conveyor working height

Color

Pitch between rolls

1346 x 1124 x 137 mm | 53” x 44” x 5.4”

up to 1500 kg | 3306 lbs

1320 x 1036 mm | 52” x 41”

118 kg | 260 lbs

426 mm | 16.77”

RAL 7035

Side rollers: 90 mm | 3.54”
Middle rollers: 82.5 mm | 3.25”

1346 x 1344 x 188 mm | 53” x 53” x 7.4”

up to 1500 kg | 3306 lbs

1320 x 1256 mm | 52” x 49.45”

192 kg | 423 lbs

508 mm | 20”

RAL 7035

Side rollers: 90 mm | 3.54”
Middle rollers: 82.5 mm | 3.25”

Roll types Standard wooden pallets 
Plastic pallets with RU rubber coating

Standard wooden pallets 
Plastic pallets with RU rubber coating

PM1548, PALLET MOVER
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PARAMETER

PM1500 PM1548 

WATCH THE PALLET MOVER 
ON OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL

WORKS WITH

PC800, Pallet Conveyor

PC1000, Pallet Conveyor

PC1200, Pallet Conveyor

PM1500, VL Marker

PM1548, VL Marker

External conveyors



products > pallet transfor

Pallet Conveyor
PC1200, PC1000, PC800

The Pallet Conveyor are suited for the horizontal transport of 
full and empty pallets. 

The Pallet Conveyors connect our applications and the AMR 
robot with internal logistics or production lines and thereby 
enhance industrial automation. The conveying height of the 
module is adjustable and can fit to your individual needs. 
Together with the frames for height adjustment of the Pallet 
Movers it forms the perfect set up and can be implemented 
instantly.

Easy implementation - 
Plug and Play

Floor irregularities can 
easily be leveled out 

Suitable for 
customization

Conveyor speed of
 0.22 m/s

Available in three width 
dimensions

KEY BENEFITS

PC800, PALLET CONVEYOR

Dimensions (LWH)

Handling capacity

Transport area

Conveyor working height

Pitch between rolls

Color

Roll types

1395 x 1116 x 503 mm | 54.92” x 43.94” x 19.8”

up to 1200 kg | 2646”

1395 x 860 mm | 54.92” x 33.86”

467 ± 60 mm | 18.34”±2.36”

127 mm | 5”

RAL 7035 & RAL 5011

Standard wooden pallets 
Plastic pallets with RU rubber coating

1395 x 1316 x 503 mm | 54.92” x 51.81” x 19.8”

up to 1200 kg | 2646” 

1395 x 1060 mm | 54.92” x 41.73”

467 ± 60 mm | 18.34”±2.36”

127 mm | 5”

RAL 7035 & RAL 5011

Standard wooden pallets 
Plastic pallets with RU rubber coating

PC1000, PALLET CONVEYOR
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER PC1200, PALLET CONVEYOR

1395 x 1516 x 503 mm | 54.92” x 59.68” x 19.8”

up to 1200 kg | 2646” 

1395 x 1260 mm | 54.92” x 49.60”

467 ± 60 mm | 18.34”±2.36”

127 mm | 5”

RAL 7035 & RAL 5011

Standard wooden pallets 
Plastic pallets with RU rubber coating

WORKS WITH

PM1500, Pallet Mover

PM1548, Pallet Mover

External conveyors

WATCH THE PALLET CONVEYOR 
ON OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL

PC1000, Right PC1000, Left



products > top modules

Quick Mover
QM180

The Quick Mover transport goods from gates and can also 
pick up the Shelf Cart SC400. The Quick Mover is placed on 
top of the mobile robot and functions by a lifting mechanism 
integrated in the module.

The provided smartphone allows users to manually control 
the robot and adjust specialized work processes, which 
forms efficient automation of internal transportation. The 
Quick Mover also reduces costs and increases productivity.

Simple setup and  
installation (30 min.)

Smartphone 
incluede 

Flexible standard 
product

Reliable and 
cost-efficient

Possibility to personalize 
the module

KEY BENEFITS

QM180, QUICK MOVER

Dimensions (LWH)

Application weight

Transport area

Centre distance between arms

Color

Handling capacity 

800 x 600 x 240 mm | 31” x 24” x 9.4”

30 kg | 66”

800 x 600 mm | 31” x 24”

140 mm | 5.5”

RAL 7035 & RAL 5011

MiR100: 70 kg | 154”
MiR200: 170 kg | 374”
MiR250: 220 kg | 485”

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

QM180 on 250. Right QM180 on 250, Front

WORKS WITH

SG155, Solid Gate

WG155, Wheel Gate

GP155, Gate Picking

CT155, Cobot Tower

SC400, Shelf Cart

QM180 on 250

WATCH THE QUICK MOVER  
ON OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL



products > gate modules

Solid Gate
SG155

The Solid Gate merges with the Quick Mover or any 
other AMR robot. Creating a fully automated system.  
The Solid Gate can receive or hold an object, connecting the 
mobile robot with production lines and storage systems. 

It is designed as a basic standard module which can serve as 
e.g. a flexible pick-up point or simply be adjusted to special-
ised work processes. Due to the optimized distance between 
the arms the modules deliver great flexibility in terms of load 
sizes – from small to large items.

Simple and fast 
assembly process

Suitable in areas with 
limited space

Connects with mobile 
robots

Optimization internal 
logistics

Freeing staff from 
handling heavy items

KEY BENEFITS

SG155, SOLID GATE

Gate Dimensions (LWH)

Handling capacity

Drop off & pick up area

Centre distance between arms

Weight

Color

1000 x 670 x 545 mm | 39.4” x 26.4” x 21.5”

153 kg | 337”

800 x 600 mm | 31” x 24”

140 mm | 5.5”

87 mm | 192”

RAL 7035 & RAL 5011

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

SG155, From above SG155, From the side

WORKS WITH

QM180, Quick Mover

CT155, Cobot Tower

GP155, Gate Picking

ManuMover

WATCH THE SOLID GATE  
ON OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL

SG155 with QM180



products > gate modules

Wheel Gate
WG155

The Wheel Gate merges with the Quick Mover or any other AMR  
robot. Creating a fully automated system. The Solid Gate can  
receive or hold an object, connecting the mobile robot with produc-
tion lines and storage systems. 

An integrated stop function and manually controlled wheels on the 
gate make it easy for employees or the mobile robot to push for pay-
loads to the pickup point or into the production line. The purpose 
is to further automate internal logistics and increase productivity. 
Due to the optimized distance between the arms the modules deliver 
great flexibility in terms of load sizes – from small to large items.

Simple and fast 
assembly process

Suitable in areas with 
limited space

Safe 
transportation

Reliable and  
cost-efficient

Freeing staff from 
handling heavy items

KEY BENEFITS

WG155, WHEEL GATE

Gate Dimensions (LWH)

Handling capacity

Drop off & pick up area

Centre distance between arms

Weight

Color

1000 x 670 x 545 mm | 39.4” x 26.4” x 21.5”

153 kg | 337”

800 x 600 mm | 31” x 24”

140 mm | 5.5”

71 mm | 156”

RAL 7035

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

WG155, From above WG155, From the side

WORKS WITH

QM180, Quick Mover

ManuMover



products > accessories

Shelf Cart
SC400

The Shelf Cart merges with our Quick Mover installed on the mobile 
robot,  to receive or deliver objects placed on the Shelf Cart any-
where in the production site. 

The SC400 can be mounted with any individual application or  
solution the customer might wish for. Due to its design of the Shelf 
Cart the AMR can recognize once it is under the cart to transport it 
around.

Simple and fast 
assembly process

No docking station  
is needed

Can be placed anywhere 
in the production site

Can be mounted with 
anything 

Can handle a payload of 
up to 400 kg | 882”

KEY BENEFITS

SC400, SHELF CART

Dimensions (LWH)

Compatibility

Handling capacity

Color

790 x 820 x 567 mm | 31.1” x 32.3” x 22.3”

QM180 Quick Mover & AMR’s

400 kg | 882”

RAL 7035

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

WATCH THE SHELF CART 
ON OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL

WORKS WITH

QM180, Quick Mover

AMR’s

Manual handling

Cart

Cart Kit

Cart Kit 4 x shelfs, 
4 x long shelf pillars and 4 short shelf pillars



products > accessories

Cobot Tower
CT155

The Cobot Tower is part of our solution to combine multiple collab-
orative robots for a fully automated system – taking automation to 
the next level. 

The Cobot Tower is installed on the Solid Gate SG155 and allows for 
a robot arm e.g. UR robot to be included into the set-up. The solid 
construction serves as a tower for the collaborative robots to in an 
optimal working height.  

Collaborate with robot 
arms 

Easy integration for a 
fully automated system

Ideal for automated 
work set-ups

Suitable for UR3, UR5, 
UR10, UR16 and more

Collaborate with 
Solid Gate 

KEY BENEFITS

CT155, COBOT TOWER

Dimensions (LWH)

Installation height

Color

Fits

790 x 820 x 567 mm | 31.1” x 32.3” x 22.3”

QM180 Quick Mover & AMR’s

RAL7035

UR3, UR5, UR10, UR16 - compatible with 
other manufacturer as well

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

CT155, Front CT155, Back

WORKS WITH

SG155. Solid Gate

GP155, Gate Picking

QM180, Quick Mover

ManuMover

WATCH THE COBOT TOWER 
ON OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL



products > accessories

Gate Picking
GP155

The Gate Picking is part of our solution to combine multiple collabora-
tive robots for a fully automated system – taking automation to the next 
level. 

The Gate Picking is placed on the Solid Gate SG155 and with the ingrated 
wheels it ensure an accurate placement (repeatability 0.5 mm) of items on 
the gate after being delivered by a AMR-robot. A communication module 
and a small control box is integrated to communicate with the mobile 
robot as well as the cobot arm, to ensure a fully automated system. High 
placement accuracy is needed for robot arms installed on the gate to fur-
ther process the items e.g. place them on a workstation. 

Complete hook set-up 
with mounting plate

Ensure fixation in the 
same position 

Integrated sensor -  
detects delivery

Communicaye with 
AMR’s and cobot arms

Ideal collaborative  
solution

KEY BENEFITS

GP155, GATE PICKING

Working area

Working load

Precision

Repeatability

800 x 600 mm | 31.5” x 23.6”

100 kg

± 1.0 mm

± 0.5 mm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

Color RAL 7035

GP155, From the side GP155, Back

WORKS WITH

SG155, Solid Gate

QM180, Quick Mover

ManuMover

WATCH THE GATE PICKING 
ON OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL



products > accessories

ManuMover
The ManuMover with hydraulic tabel trucks are used to raise 
large and heavy loads through relatively small distances, and 
in areas with limited space where an AMR is not able to navigate. 
Hydraulic table trucks lend themselves to being easily adapted to 
our ManuMover and merge with our gates. 

The ManuMover is commonly used for material loading and work 
positioning. Hydraulic table trucks are a recommended way to 
help reduce incidents of musculoskeletal disorders by correctly 
re-positioning work at a suitable height for operators.   

Proof of 
content

Easy setup and 
implementation

Suitable for areas
with limited space 

Price competible  
solution

Collaborate with 
different gates

KEY BENEFITS

MANUMOVER

Dimensions (LWH)

Applications weight

Transport area

Centre distance between arms

890 x 518 x 205 mm | 35” x 20.4” x 8.1”

14 kg

800 x 600 mm | 31” x 24”

140 mm | 5.5”

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

Color RAL7035

ManuMover, from above ManuMover, From the side

WORKS WITH

SG155, Solid Gate

WG155, Wheel Gate

WATCH THE MANUMOVER 
ON OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL



products > accessories

Floor Marker
800, 1000, 1200

The Floor Markers are designed to be implemented in your 
production and logistics facilities. 

By giving guidance to the mobile robot and helping it to  
navigate through marking locations within the environment 
the markers optimize industrial automation. Individual QR 
codes can be added to the designated area to be scanned by 
the AMR. In the left corner of each marker an area is marked 
by cut-out holes – these mark the position for a QR code to 
be placed. Through scanning this QR code the mobile robot 
instantly knows where in the production site it is located.

Suitable for 
different AMR’s

QR codes can 
be added

Available in various 
sizes

Fits into different  
production

Fits into different 
logistics enviroments

KEY BENEFITS

FLOOR MARKER 800

Height 

Lenght

Depth

Color

350 mm | 13.8”

800 mm  | 31.5”

100 mm | 4.0”

RAL 7035

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER FLOOR MARKER 1000

350 mm | 13.8”

 1000 mm  | 39.4” 

100 mm | 4.0”

RAL 7035

FLOOR MARKER 1200

350 mm | 13.8”

1200 | 47.3”

100 mm | 4.0”

RAL 7035

Floor Marker 800 Floor Marker 1000 Floor Marker 1200

WORKS WITH

All AMR’s



products > accessories

Pallet Racking Marker
800, 1000, 1200

The Pallet Racking Markers are designed to be implemented 
in production and logistics facilities. 

By giving guidance to the mobile robot and helping it to  
navigate through marking locations within the environment 
the markers optimize industrial automation. Individual QR 
codes can be added to the designated area to be scanned by 
the AMR. In the left corner of each marker an area is marked 
by cut-out holes – these mark the position for a QR code to 
be placed. Through scanning this QR code the mobile robot 
instantly knows where in the production site it is located.

Suitable for 
different AMR’s

QR codes can 
be added

Help the AMR 
navigate smootly

Fits into different  
production

Fits into different 
logistics enviroments

KEY BENEFITS

PALLET R. MARKER, 800

Height 

Lenght

Depth

Color

350 mm | 13.8”

800 mm  | 31.5”

50 mm | 2.0”

RAL 7035

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER PALLET R. MARKER, 1000

350 mm | 13.8”

 1000 mm  | 39.4” 

50 mm | 2.0”

RAL 7035

PALLET R. MARKER, 1200

350 mm | 13.8”

1200 | 47.3”

50 mm | 2.0”

RAL 7035

Pallet Racking Marker 800 Pallet Racking Marker 1000 Pallet Racking Marker 1200

WORKS WITH

PM1500, Pallet Mover

PM1548, Pallet Mover

QM180, Quick Mover

All AMR’s



products > accessories

VL Marker/Wall Marker
PM1500, PM1548

The VL Markers and Wall Marker are designed to be implemented 
in production and logistics facilities. 

By giving guidance to the mobile robot and helping it to  
navigate through marking locations within the environment the 
markers optimize industrial automation. Individual QR codes can 
be added to the designated area to be scanned by the AMR. In the 
left corner of each marker an area is marked by cut-out holes – 
these mark the position for a QR code to be placed. 
Through scanning this QR code the mobile robot instantly knows 
where in the production site it is located.

Suitable for 
different AMR’s

QR codes can 
be added

Help the AMR 
navigate smootly

Fits into different  
production

Fits into different 
logistics enviroments

KEY BENEFITS

VL MARKER, PM1500

Height 

Lenght

Width

Color

300 mm | 11.9”

1058 mm  | 41.7”

110 mm | 4.4”

RAL 7035

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER VL MARKER, PM1548

300 mm | 11.9”

 1278 mm  | 50.4” 

110 mm | 4.4”

RAL 7035

WALL MARKER, 300

300 mm | 11.9”

300 mm | 11.9”

208 mm | 8.2” (depth)

RAL 7035

Space between floor and marker 100 mm | 3.9” 100 mm | 3.9”

VL Marker, From the side Wall Marker 300

VL Marker, From above

WORKS WITH

PM1500, Pallet Mover

PM1548, Pallet Mover

QM180, Quick Mover

All AMR’s



products > accessories

Pallet Mover Frames
50, 60 and 80 

The purpose of our Pallet Mover Frames is to optimize the pick-up and 
delivery of pallets. The frames are designed to be used in combination 
with our Pallet Movers; PM1500 and PM1548 and are available in different 
heights (50, 60, 80 mm). 

With help of the frames, that are placed in between the mobile robot and 
our application, the mobile robot will have the same working height as the 
roller conveyor. This way they enable the pick-up and delivery of pallets 
and the mobile robots can easily be integrated in existing processes and 
infrastructures.

Quick and easy 
integration

Bring the AMR on the 
same working height

Easy placement to the 
AMR and Pallet Mover

Available in three  
different heights

Optimize pick-up and 
delivery of pallets

KEY BENEFITS

1500F50

Size (LWH)

Module

Color

1300 x 850 x 50 mm | 51,2” x 33.1” x 2.0”

PM1500, Pallet Mover

RAL 7035

1300 x 850 x 60 mm | 51,2” x 33.1” x 2.4”

PM1500, Pallet Mover

RAL 7035

1500F60
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER 1500F80

1300 x 850 x 80 mm | 51,2” x 33.1” x 3.2”

PM1500, Pallet Mover

RAL 7035

1548F50

Size (LWH)

Module

Color

1300 x 1130 x 50 mm | 51,2” x 44.5” x 2.0”

PM1548, Pallet Mover

RAL 7035

1300 x 1130 x 60 mm | 51,2” x 44.5” x 2.4”

PM1548, Pallet Mover

RAL 7035

1548F60PARAMETER 1548F80

1300 x 1130 x 80 mm | 51,2” x 44.5” x 3.2”

PM1548, Pallet Mover

RAL 7035

WORKS WITH

PM1500, Pallet Mover

PM1548, Pallet Mover



factory layout

Factory Layout
The following page serves as examples on how our modules can go in to a factory layout. 

We create our products from our three core values: speed, space and flexibility, which our 
solutions will therefore encompass. We belive that you will find the layout inspiring and 

give you ideas to where you can incorporate automation solutions.

SPEED SPACE FLEXIBILITY

If you want to know more about our Factory Layout - feel free to contact us.



America

Europe

Sourth Africa

Asia

Oceania

We have partners worldwide
At Nord Modules we are highly committed to all our partners. 

Do you want to be a part of Nord Modules? 

Nord Modules A/S - Kaervej 39, 5200 Odense, Denmark 
+ 45 44 22 10 70 - sales@nordmodules.com - www.nord-modules.com

Find us online:

Let us start growing together!


